The authors constructed a Multiple Pinhole Coded Aperture (MPCA) and developed related decoding software. When simple coordinate transformation was performed, omisson of points and stifling of counts occurred. By selecting various tomographic planes and collecting count for each tomographic depth from the shadowgram, a solution to these problems was found. The counts from the central portion of the tomographic image from the MPCA were incorrectly high, this was rectified by a correction function to improve the uniformity correction program of the r-camera. Depth resolution of the tomographic image improved in proportion to the area encompassed by the pinhole configuration. An MPCA with a uniform arrangement of pinholes (e, g, pinholes in an arrangement parallel to the X-axis or the Y-axis) yielded decoded tomographic images of inferior quality. Optimum results were obtained with a ring-shaped arrangement yielding clinically applicable tomographic images even for large objects.
Introduction
RI tomographic images from the Multiple Pinhole Coded Aperture (MPCA) are presently being used to some extent although some problems still remain in its developmentl) -8)• An experimental model MPCA was constructed in order to analyze these problems. Decoding software for a minicomputer (CPU) was developed by the authors, and various problems related to the decoding of RI tomographic images were analyzed.
Theory
The single pinhole collimator widely in use is effective in macro imaging of RI images and for high energy nuclide images, but difficulties occur when obtaining tomographic images and when endeavring to shorten imaging time. By employing an MPCA, detection efficiency can be increased by increasing the number of pinholes, and RI tomographic images can be obtained3-6) .
The detection efficiency of the MPCA increases in proportion to the number of pinholes, and the resolution of the image is inversely proportional to the diameter of the pinholes3-6' . The T-ray from the object passes through each pinhole, and the equivalent number of inverted images as the number of pinholes is superimposed on the detecter surface ; thus producing a shadowgrama) . program of the 7-camera and image modifications were performed (Pig. 6 ).
Results
The relationship between the number of holes and the detection efficiency was shown to be linear3-5) . In performing calculations, the tomographic image of a particular depth from the shadowgram (MPCA-object distance) was determined, and treating it as a digital quantity, number were rounded off, which resulted in missing coordinates and shifting of counts4) . This was solved by calculating the counts which would be in the tomographic image from the shadowgram and using there values at the coordinate points of the tomograph (Fig. 5 ) . As can be seen from the oblique display of Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 , the decoded image obtained by the MPCA has high counts in the central portion even when a plane source is imaged. Regarding this problem, the 1-camera uniformity correction program was employed, and each possible correction function relating to each MPCA was found and images were modified accordingly (Fig. 6) . For small objects, acceptable tomographic images were obtained even without performing uniformity corrections (Fig. 7) . Fig. 7 shows a 1-camera image of a defectbearing left ventricle cardiac phantom in the shape of a spiral and a tomographic image. For small objects, clinically applicable results were obtained by using this decoding method in conjunction with correction functions. Fig. 8 shows a case of lateral wall myocardial infarction found after tomographic imaging in an LAO direction. In this case lateral wall myocardial infarction was suspected through VCG, although such findings could not be seen in either rcamera images (Ant, L-Late, LAO) , or images after CPU processing. The extent of infarction can clearly be confirmed. Fig. 9 shows a case where tomographic images using the MPCA method on a large object are clinically useful. In a case where there was a slight abnormality in the Ant, R-Late, direction of the image taken by a 7-camera and where the CT image showed an abnormality in the front section of the liver, decoding the tomographic image using the MPCA method produced the same results as that of the R-Late of the 7-camera image and the CT image at the -2 cm tomographic plane ; thus confirming a serious defect. At the 0cm (MPCAdetector distance =MPCA-object distance) tomographic plane, the bile duct that was recognized by the 7-camera Ant imege was displayed. At the 2cm tomographic plane a defect was clearly visible at the right edge of the right lobe of the liver, although there was no apparent defect in the 7-camera image. At the 4cm tomographic plane, there was an apparent defect at the left edge of the left lobe of the liver. Where MPCA-detector distance (10cm) and the MPCAobject distance are equal, the tomographic depth at the tomographic surface is defined as 0cm.
Tomographic depth is defined as positive (+cm) where MPCA-object distance is greater than 10cm and negative ( -cm) where MPCA-object distance is less than 10cm. These defects were confirmed by angiography to be hemangioma. For large objects such as the liver, clinically applicable results were obtained. The MPCA method is applicable to brain scintigrams and lung scintigrams. Image processing using digital filters can further its usefulness.
